New Student Advising Assessment

*Please respond to the following questions with the best possible answers.*

1. What degree program in the department does NOT have ESL certification courses built in?

2. What are four of the requirements for admittance to Teacher Education (Upper Level)?

3. When are freshman dismissed from the department if they do not have the required 2.75 minimum GPR?

4. Name one of the Major Emphasis Area choices on the Early Childhood, PK-6 Generalist degree program.

5. Does a grade of D fulfill the credit required for courses on TLAC degree programs?

6. What are the three departmental student responsibilities?

7. What is the official communication method of the University and TLAC Advising Office?

8. What is the website for the department of Teaching, Learning and Culture?

9. When do students usually take the Junior II Methods course?

10. What must be completed prior to beginning the Senior Methods block and field experience?